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To:  US Distributor Partners 

Re:  Obsolescence of 1K and 10K case quantities for the SureTemp Disposable Probe Covers 

From: Cindy Kuiper, Global Marketing, Thermometry 

As a reminder, Welch Allyn introduced a new SureTemp® Probe Cover 7,500 quantity case (P/N 05031-750) effective 

November 1, 2013. This new part number is a direct replacement for the both the 1K and 10K quantity cases, which 

will no longer be available for sale effective March, 1 2015. To allow for a smooth transition to this new part number, 

we strongly advise you begin converting your SureTemp probe cover orders now to part number 05031-750. This 

transition should not serve as a disruption to your ability to fulfil customer orders, as the majority of end customers are 

shipped a fraction of a case and the individual sleeve/box count remains unchanged. 

 

Three primary reasons drove this change: 
1. Customers and distribution partners are increasingly purchasing the higher quantity case vs. the 1K case. 
2. Manual lifting activities continue to be a leading occupational health and safety risk and the current 10K case 

size exceeds the NIOSH lifting evaluation standard. 

3. SKU reduction simplifies pricing by offering a single probe cover unit price across clinical settings.   

 

Welch Allyn has been added part number 05031-750 to GPO/IDN contracts during 2014 so that GPO customers are 

able to purchase this quantity under contract. Partial case rebates will continue to be approved enabling our 

distributors to manage end customer orders without order quantity restrictions.  This change will provide more 

consistency for our customers, streamline stocking strategy, and be more ergonomically friendly for warehouse 

personnel.  

OBSOLETE EFFECTIVE MARCH 1, 2015

Part Number Description    

05031-101 Sure Temp Disposable Probe Covers - 1,000 qty case            

05031-110 Sure Temp Disposable Probe Covers - 10,000 qty case         

REPLACED BY/AVAILABLE NOW/ORDER NOW

Part Number Description List Price Disc Net Price

05031-750

Sure Temp Disposable Probe Covers - 7,500 qty case          

(30 sleves per case/10 boxes per sleeve/25 covers/box) $385 40% $231


